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page.Q: Getting a tkinter window to update and create an array that is then used I have a function that has a while loop and this will create and show a window

every second. I want to add the window content to an array. I have tried writing a function that does this and returns an array with the data. The problem is that the
window function is not running at the same time as the main function. How can I have the window show up every second and then have it added to the array?

import tkinter as tk from tkinter import * def add_win(): #Add the win to the list of windows console_win = add_array() window_list.append(console_win) #Show the
win MainWindow.update_idletasks() class MainWindow(): def __init__(self): window_list = [] self.label_subject = Label(self.root, text="Subject")

self.label_subject.grid(row=0, column=0) self.label_verb = Label(self.root, text="Verb") self.label_verb.grid(row=0, column=1) self.label_object = Label(self.root,
text="Object") self.label_object.grid(row=1, column=1) self.sub = tk.IntVar() subject = tk.StringVar()
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One Of The Most Beloved Movies Of All Time If you love movies then you’re going to love seeing Marry Poppins
(2010)! The Walt Disney Studios have released this fabulous movie that was directed by Rob Marshall and it was

based on the book named as Mary Poppins. This 2010 movie is an adaptation of the songs that were composed by the
legendary Andrew Lloyd Webber and Steven Price. Everything is top-notch and so the movie just blew our minds with
its extraordinary story. The first thing you will notice about this movie is that it has a very dark look. Every scene has
a gloomy look to it and this movie is made for the younger audience. The storyline also is sweet and it has a storyline

so if you are looking for a sweet movie then this is the one. Cast and Characters Music Now you know that this is
based on a book and we also know that most of the songs that were used in this movie were taken from the book so

we also want to discuss about the music that was used in this particular movie. There are two songs that you will
listen to when you watch this movie and one of them is the opening song which is played when Mary Poppins will

show up when she is travelling with the children. The other song that you will be listening to is the one that was used
as a theme song for the movie. This song will be playing in the background as you watch the movie and this song is
called as “A Spoonful of Sugar” which is played very beautifully in this movie. What we like the most about the story
and the characters If you are looking for a movie that is about a character who is from the past and is just not able to

let go of his past then this is the perfect movie for you. The character is called as Michael Banks who was born in
Victorian London and he is a man who is just stuck in that time and is not able to move forward in his life. So when
Mary Poppins comes and plays her music he will start to remember his past life. He will be able to go forward in life
and will be able to help his wife and his son. This is why this movie has a very good storyline and why it has a lot of
heart to it. Technical The main reason why the movie has such a great storyline and characters is because it was

directed by Rob Marshall who is a very famous 6d1f23a050
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